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hljunction Upheld

Under present budget limits, candidates can spend up to $25 for
senatorial races, $50 for vice presidential campaigns and $75 for presidential. contests.
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Regents.
~~ · · ~•• ' ~,...,
There will be five poltin.g places./,;
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
polling places are in the South
Ball·room in the New Mexico
In a unanimous decision issued Monday nigh~, the ASUNM Student
Union, the Geology-Biology J>laza,
President Davis' lawn, inside La Court voted to uphold 'an injunction limiting campaign donations to canPosada and the Farris Engineering didate!!.inthe Wednesday ASUNM election.
Plaza. ,
Early Monday, the court issued an injunction preventing any
In order to vote, students must
organization or individual from donating paid a(lvertising to a candidate.
have their UNM I.,D. cards proving
The injunction specifically states that donated advertising would be conthat they a~e carrying 12 or more sidered as part of the maximum campaign budget set by the ASUNM Elechours.
tions Comtpission.
·

andliQJ Gallagher
. . . One student ts runnmgfor senate as
More than two tons ofASUNM ·a write-in candidate.
candidates, almost a quar:ter pf a
Nineteen budget items will apmillion dollars in ASUNM budget pear .on. the ballot totaling
items ·and the $49,320 PIRG $244,57().75.
questi(,)n will-be on· the ballot when
The. onlr referendum item on ~he
undergraduate students go to the · budget wtll be for New Mextco
polls wednesday in the ASUNM PIRQ. Students will deci~e if !h.ey
. spring election.
want-to budget $2 of the1r actJVJty
There are three candiilates fee to New Me~ co PIRG. The $2 is
running for president and three refundable if students pass the
running for· vice-president. Twenty- -referendum. If the students turn
one candidates are on the ballbt down the referendum, the future of
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The court decision and injunction comes. ~fter a ruling by the ASUNM
Elections Commission that students and organizations could donate up to
$15 to a candidate seeking an ASUNM position. The court action comes
in support of a challenge by ASUNM Sen. David Rupp that the Elections
Commission had exceeded its authority in permitting . the campaign
donations.
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V.P. Candidates

!Three Vie ·for Presidency I

State Platforms

Kent Ghahremani

I

!Co~tinued on

Pase
... 8)

. The ·rate E~eretf' Dirksen ·once'
said of the U.S. Senate, "half of
the senators are workhorses and the
other half are only show horses."
Too many ASUNM politicians are
like that-they smile and shake
hands, but they don't do any wotk
for the students.
My record as a senator has been ··
one of work, and hard work will
characterize my year as ASUNM
vice president. This past year I've
served as both senate president protempore and on the finance
committee, the most demanding
posts in senate. With the finance
committee, 1 worked on a SO-page
ASUNM budget crammed with
unprecedented detail and tighter
fiscal control. As pro-tem, it was "
QIY responsibility ·to familiarize
myself with the operations of 20
student and faculty executive
As ASUNM vice president, I will
committees to understand the · work to see that the interests of all
operations of the vice-presidency students
are
fairly
and
and to preside' over senate meaningfully represented in student
frequently. Working with the government. I was elected to the
Please tum ·to back Pille•
student senat~ last spring and have
served on the Finance Committee,
Steering Committee, and as the
senate representative to the KUNM
Radio Board. Also, I'm a member
of
the
Student
Veteran's
Association and the A TM Business
Club.·
.
The current ASUNM Senate bas
made many strides forward in their
··response to the needs of UNM
student$_. · Yes, the senate has
momentum in the right direction,
l;ut I'd like to take this one step
.,.~,_

Dave Garcia

•

Jeremiah Foley
i

);

!·•·
J

As Vice president, I will be
heading up the new Campus
Community Issues Program, which
will bring students into· interaction
with their representative Vehicle,
ASUNM student government.
Utilizing existing organizations of
research and polling, students will
be solicited through my office, a
questionnaire published in the
LOBO and a weekly table in the
SUB, for opinions and ideas on

,..'

improvement of various ·university
problems. By these means ~lso, will
the students be informed of the
latest developments in administration
and
Regents'
meetings, attended by Duffey and
myself. ·
It is my belief that if student
gov.ernment acts and reacts -w_ith
qualification of studc::nt mvolvement, we can have a
responsive and effective framework
for the assertion of students' rights.
Those ri8hts are there for the
exercising, in an active and participating tole if you wish. That is
what my and Duffey's electio_n will
·be a vote for.
Beyond this, we · feel that the .
activites of the president and vice-

.

. (Copilnued on Page 8)
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~Dukes·

Play
UNM Lobos
The Albuquerque Dukes will
play an exhibition game with
UNM, at 7 p.m. in the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium
tonight.
Admission · Will be $1 for
students.
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p·.NI. Duffey~·
Ingrassia
I see the office of the president as
being a . vehicle. for realistic and
progressive reform, an active
response to students' interests. The
chronic problem on this campus is
that the pofential energy of student
involvement is persistently diluted
.with lack of student leadership or
lack of student advocacy in this
office. Reluctance to communicate
the views of the students to the
Regents and administration derives
itself from a history of uninformed
and non-issue oriented ASUNM
administrations, the likes of which
have alienated the student body
from . any real decision making
process. I have sought out and
discovered from you, the students,
this feeling and your specific
concerns.
My program therefore will serve
as a correctional vehicle for this
state of affairs. Firstly, a Campus
Community Issues program will use
existing investigative and polling
organizations to identify gripes of
students. This information will be
channeled dired~tly to ASUNM for
action on alleviating the problem
neatly and quickly. Should the
gripes or · problems need further
attention off campus, an ASUNM
City-State Lobby Committee will
serve as a professional service for
presentation of research ·and
testimony to appropriate city or
state governments.

Rick

Lop~z

Today, students' rights are infringed upon incessantly, whether
through
the
unwarranted
discontinuance of a music degree or
the harassment of bicycle owners.
That is why I feel protection of
students rights must be the crux of
this campaign.
Over a year ago, the students at
this institution approved a new
constitution. To date President
Davis has not seen fit to seek
ratification of this instrument by
the ~egents.
When responsible persons
pressed for a new bUilding to
replace the dilapidated shack that
housed Mechanical Engineering,
the administration sneered and
built a duck pond instead. Our
freshman classes are overcrowded
and staffed· by too many teaching
assistants; the . result is an . intolerably high drop-out rate. Yet
more attention is"given to reseach
than to the teaching skills of
prof~ssors. Our parking problem
can be solved through a centrally
located multi-level parking complex. One can be funded by direct
appropriation. from the state
legislature, with its i.ncreased
revenues to be. soon realized from
the new energy severance tax.

-Tom-Williams
My name is Tom Williams and 1
am a candidate for the post of
ASUNM Ptesident on the
Williams/GhahremaQi ticket. For
the past year-and-a-half, I have
spent most of my time participating
in student government here at
UNM. As acting Senate Finance
chairperson last summer, the
president pro-tempore of the senate
for the last two semesters and
finally, as ASUNM vice-president
for the last several weeks, I have
seen ASUNM government steadily
improve. I do not believe, however,
that student government has
reached the level of performance
adequate
to
provide
the
representation its students deserve.
My
running
mate,
Kent
Ghahremani, and I believe that we,
better than any of the other candidates,
can
provide
the
representation that the students of
ASUNM n·eed.

Our priorities' for the year include: the establishment of a
legis.lative counsel service to
provide senate with an ad~quate
research base for meanmgful
legislation; year-round operation of
the Lobby Committee to collect t~e
information and establish the
contacts necessary for an effective
lobby effort during the legislative
session: more frequent cabinet
To the pundits of pessimis~ who meetings to facilitate greater
say it cannot be done, I reply, tt has communication and cooperation
been done. It can be done, and with · between the departments of the
your help, it will be done. I cannot executive branch and finally
promise to bring about these keeping closer tabs on the ASUNM
desperately needed _changes all by committees that have to generate·
myself. I'will continually need your much of their funding through
support. However; I can guarantee ticket sales to the public (i.e.,
the type of leadership that will be speakers and film co~~i~tees) thus
needed to ensure their speedy ensuring fiscal respons1bthty.
implementatii::m.

You have a clear cut choice. You
can continue being uninvolved with
real issues of school crossings,
tenure, entrance requirements,
attacks on minority inclusion on
campus, undemocratic approach. of
On election day I ask your
others against the PlRG monies,
·
support.
In return you will.get a
OR you/can .posit a desire for the
president
who not only pronuses to
kind of leadership that creates a
deliver,
but
for once delivers what
new tradition. One that reflects an
•
he
promises
.edu~ated·, involved community.

Vote for a serious, well thought•
out approach to your student
government- VOTE
WILLIAMS/GHAHREMANI!
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Senate Candidates
Make Statemen·ts *
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"The Cocoanuts"
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Duck Soup 7:45 Only
cocoanuts9:ooon!y
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

SUNSHINE THEATRE
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GENERAL

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Toyota - __Datsun
· Porsche - VW
Complete Volkswagen Mo.chine Shop

2935 Monte \Tista NE 265-3681

CELEBRATION PRODUCTIONS
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Anne E. Dunphy David Cooksey
USDA Choice
I am running for re-election to
ASUNM Senate with United
Students for Dire~t Action because
of the experience and responsibility
that slate represents.
The job I do during my second
term in senate will profit from my
previous ·senate work with the
Presidential
Appointments
Committee, the Popular Entertainment Committee, and the
Cultural Programs Committee. In
addition, I am familiar with senate
operations and know how to cut
through the red tape.
·One major problem I see facing
students js the lack of adequate
personal safety services on campus.
Nighttime lighting in many areas is
nonexistent and safety is sacrificed
for the sake of "saving money on·
utility bills." Life guards are not on
duty at University pool facilities
enough hours to provide adequate
safety for swimmers. Proper
provision is not made for the use of
many University facilities by the
handicapped. These and other
deficiencies must be addressed by
the senate, and I will dedicate my
efforts as a senator to doing so.
In voting, if you want seriousness
and maturity in senate, make the
U.S.D.A. choice.

COPIES

•

POSTAL~'

INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.
265-3435

S.P.A.

• • •

*

I am a fourth-year student at
UNM majoring in sociology and
political science, with a minor in
social work. My ambition
careerwise is to get into juvenile
probation. At the present time I am
a supervisor of the Housing
Recreation Center in the La Plata
Development at 120 La Plata NW.
Part-time I. work at Natural Sounds
Record Store. My interests and
hobbies include athletics, music
(records), and discos. I am running
for Senate for the second time and
am a coordinator of Black Student 1
Union. I am a member of the
Budget Inquiry Board. I have
worked with the student senate for
the last two years. I was "Student
of the Year" from the UNM
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity for 1976.
My goals for Senate, if elected,
will be to try to increase student
services in regards to parking,
traffic at Lomas and Central, and
making Senate more accountable to
student needs. If elected, my
constituency will be the entire
student body, not just a few.

Senate Candidates Speak

(Continued from ?age 2)

of groups and interests on campus.
And as we have worked together in
the campaign to find a common
meeting ground between these
diverse viewpoints, once elected, we
shall continue to work together to
establish a senate truly representative of the student body as a
whole.
While I support the entire USDA
platform, I am most concerned
with increasing student input into
academic matters. The one thing we
all have in common is that we're
here for an education. Senates of
the past, however, have for the
most part directed their emphasis
elsewhere, and when they have
focused on academic matters, have
acted too emotionally and hastily to
accomplish anything constructive.
The creation of a Student Academic
Affairs Committee, as proposed by
USDA, will alleviate these
problems, by thoroughly examining
academic issues facing students,
presenting all the possible options
to the students, the faculty, and the
administration, and thereby giving
the students a stronger voice into
University policy as it is formulated.
USDA Choice is committed to
this and other pressing problems,
please go out and vote April 13,

~

I
)

i

I

the USDA slate will adamantly
work towards these ends, "Your
input is our output!" Our slate is
made up of concerned and experienced representatives of the
many facets of University life,
I am ready and willing to serve
you, the students, and strongly urge
you to vote for our slate, and thus
direct action.

Phil Hernandez
USDA Choice
Some disturbing things have been
happening around UNM lately. The
parking situation, proposed
grading systems, the HEW affair
and the NMPIRG referendum are
all examples.

. i'
i

·.' ·-l
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Eric L. Lucero
USDA Choice

And there's more- a recall
procedure, a strict open meetings
act, and a plan to increase student
representation at UNM will all be
introduced this year.
A little planning, research and
foresight will end many of the
problems ASUNM has faced in the
past and prevent new ones from
starting. As USDA's "general
purpose" candidate, that's where I
can help you best.

I am running for the ASUNM
,•
Senate because I ·feel qualified to
serve you, the students. Currently, I
am serving as Vice-President of the
i
'
Resident Hall Student Association,
and in that capacity, I have been
exposed to the many problems
iI.
facing students living on and off
\
:
i
campus. For example, I realize that
-~
'
i
'-l~...;_f!;, '. '
on-campus
students feel powerless
'
L>"';·
!.('.,'
~
when dealing with facility administrators, and expect the Senate
to act on their grievances. Action
USDA Choice
must be taken on problems in such
United Students for Direct areas as housing, 'food service,
Action (USDA) represents a variety physical plant, campus' planning,
etc. Off-campus students need to
have their views and needs better
represented to the City Council in
such pressing areas as parking
regulations, bicycle regulations,
improved mass transit, better
lighting, etc. As your representative, I will exert pressure on those
· who draft policies and will ensure
that all student views are effectively
expressed.
The time has come for senate to
fully utilize student input. Through
the points made in our platform,

Saul Friedman

But you can'tJUSt sit there and let
things go by you, either, so I want
to submit YOUR ideas to the
Senate-your voice before the
administration. My phone number
is 255-6235; I have a mailbox at the
SUB; your ideas WILL be heard.
Student government is a serious
matter; it only becomes a joke when
you don't care. Please vote ori april
13.

Announcing A New Novel

lighting around the library and the
SUB needs improvement so that
students will feel more secure when
walking at night. The parking
situation, which as it stands, does
not provide adequate facilities for
us. Also at the present time, a
student can drop a class with a W
only during the first four weeks. In
many classes no tests are given until
after the four week limit. I propose
to have the four week limit extended to eight weeks.
l believe that for these and other

reasons an independent candidate,
representing everyone equally, is
needed in the senate.

The list of issues is endless, only
by working together and speaking
out can we begin to resolve our
problems.

stabilized.
SPA urges all students to support
and vote for NMPIRG. Senate
should work more closely with
NMPIRG. To help in this, I plan to
run for the NMPIRG Board of
Directors.
Please consider the whole SPA
slate when voting. W c share similar
opinions on important issues at
UNM. Only a senate, united on
basic issues, as are the Students for
Progressive Action, can effectively
defend students rights to selfdetermination. VOTE SPA.
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Betta Duncan i
F

S.P.A.

Betta Duncan did not submit a ,_.
statement,
j

., "n
HAY A Y SHALOM

Recorded M.essage
Phone 296·8568

ASUNM should take a stronger
stand on issues that directly affect
UNM students. The par king ticket
problem is one example; students
are charged for traffic violations by
university paid employees on
university property for the city of
Albuquerque. This money belongs
to us. ASUNM should demand
negotiations resume to resolve this
problem.

Makers c<>f lfand Made
Indian lewelry
OLDTOWN

······························~
•
•

Robert Roibal

!

•

It's ~oming
The University of New mexico Press
Speclo.l Spring DC\ys Book So.le

:

!

Price 50c to $6

!
•
!

mondo._y, Aprill8, through Frido._y, April 22

:

•
•

220 Journalism Building, corner of Yale and Central
look for details in Thursday's and monday's LOBO

•
:

:
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S.P.A.

I just can't sit there and let it all
go by without doing something
about it. That's why I'm running
with USDA-United Students for
Direct Action.
·Even now, I'm working with the
Housing Committee, Computer
Use Committee, and within
ASUNM government. One thing I
will be' working on is liaison with
the· City Council, to improve
UNM's relationship with the city of
Albuquerque .•

f

.. ,.... --

traffic violations on UNM and
students still know little about wnat
their own governing body is doing.
CommumcatJon between
students and student representatives is minimal. Some senators
have tried to bridge this gap but
with little success. As representatives it is our duty to listen and to
express opinions in the L0)30, on
KUNM, at tables on the mall. We
must reach the students.
'f.be faculty senate is another
important body we cannot ignore
any longer. Communication
between-the student senate and the
faculty
senate
is
almost
nonexistent. We need a student
representative on the faculty senate
and we need a faculty representa:ive on the student senate.

. j

I.

Scott Reynolds
Independent
I am a junior and have been
aware of student wants and needs
for a long time. In the past,
senators have been elected and then
sit back and not do what they said
they would, nor represent the
students equally. Since I am an
independent candidate, I will
represent all students equally. I will
be easy to reach and happy to
explain what is going on in the
senate at any time. I will talk to the
students regularly to find out what
problems and grievances they have. Some situations that I think
should be corrected now are: the

My name is Robert Roibal. I am
running for ASUNM Senate on the
Students .for Progressive Action
slate. As senators, SPA would
strive to get more senate
representation in administrative
decision-making. Senate should
have an equal vote in those ad·
ministrative committees. Senate
must strive for student selfdetermination.
SPA will work to defend the
minority centers from the attack by
the administration. Minority
centers must be defended from the
Bakke decision,
firing of
progressive teachers and dropping
of classes.
SPA will attempt to alleviate the
increasing financial burden put on
students. The administration must
stop bleeding money from students.
No more tuition hikes. Senate must
hold the cost of education down.
One way to do this would be to
form a student co-operative
bookstore. 'This could be done with
the help of NMPIRG and the
Arizona/New Mexico Co-operative
Federation.' UNM should also be
receiving money from campus
parking meters and parking fines.
The possibilities of making the
athletic fee optional should be
investigated and athletic fee monies
should be closely monitored by
Senate. Dorm rates must also be

Specials
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-8pm
Sh••i10p
Cocktail
Sl..OO

Reg. Bar Drinks

soc

This Week: Living Proof

'

I

A Fine Drinldn_g Establishment

Total Experience.
Here For Hair
His or Hers

25% Off
Haircut, Style
and Body Wave
With
StuclentiD

(Continued on Page ~)
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CIICil COllA: KEYBOARDS

SfAIUI' CUBI: BAss

GAYil - N : VOCALS, KEYBOARDS
DRUMS JCIWI IMMAS: !RUMPf!
JAMB I'UGII: TROMBONE IIAIIIIID GAnnT: TROMBONE

AVAILABLE AT

-y - ·

JOf - · REEDS
JAIIIS ~: TRUMPfT

TO NIGH
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
Tickets: SS00/adv. 56°0/day of show

Lhling Batch

LESLIE MARMON SILKO

Boo~
2406 CENTRAL SE

(aeross from UNM)
AlBUQUERQUE, NM 87106

All Tickets Available At:
l
i.

I.

j
!

• Albuquerql!e Tickets Agency
at Coronado Center
• General Store (both. locations)
• L.P. Goodbuy (both locations)
• Candyman (Santa Fe)

On Tuesday, April12, At 3:00pm;The Living Batch
Bookstore, 2406 Central SE (No Phone). Will Host A
Party Honoring Leslie Marman Sitko On The Occassion
Of Her Publishing, CEREMONY, A Novel

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
No.130
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo Is published
Monday throUgh Friday every regular week
or the University year and weekly during the
summer sessiGn by the Board of Student
Publications o( the University otNew Mexico,
nnd is not financially associa.led with UNM.
Second class -postage paid nt Albuquerque,
New Mexico "87131. Subscription rntc Is
$10.00 for the academic year,
The opini'on~' expressed on the Cclftorinl
pages of '!'hi!. Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned opinion is thnt of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Dally Lobo necessarilY
represents the views of the University of New
M,.v;,..,

Rick Anaya
Students' Voice
Throughout the years we have
seen senators and senate candidates
come and go. The people change
but many of the problems remain
the same. Students are still getting
ripped off by Albuquerque with the

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243·7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
Cliff{11r
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Editor:
The Slumber Party would like to take this time to endorse our choices in
the upcoming elections. Having looked. carefully at the rhetoric of each
candidate, their past record, future aspirations and the $0.00 in our special
"Endorsement Kickback Fund (EKF)," we have chosen to el]dorse all
them cookies.
That's right, "All of the Above." The same slogans, the same posters,
the same promises, even more or less the same people, can anyone doubt
that we will have the same government? We suggest the students elect
them all.
We would like to repeat, for historical continuity, an old Greek
suggestion concerning elections. If, instead of having 25 people running
for 10 offices, we increased the number of offices to 25, we would no
longer need elections. Those who wanted to run the government game
could do so. Those who were mainly led by blind faith would not have to
waste their time with elections.
The Source says, "Vote no, but vote!"
Kenneth Kietzke
Political Percipient
Slumber Party

n

'
•
d
Qff
S. t U d en ts W ere RI p p e
Editor:
Do you know what they are
saying about you??? They're saying
students are stupid! II
Stupid enough to remain the
only means of financial support for
an organization that purports to aid
all citizens of New Mexico!!!

PI RG, should have leaned on Tito
Chavez and Tom Rutherford to get
lhe state to fund this valuable independent lobbying voice.
After PIRG saved many residents
of Albuquerque a $500 "alley
paving bill" did they ask these
grateful citizens for money? How
about the entire population of the
state after the "nuclear waste

Much has been done and said
recently by PI RG to justify their
continuing to rip you off. If they
had spent half the time and effort
looking for other support they'd be •
millionaires.
Editor:
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia has served
PIRG passed up a perfect op- two and one-half terms on the
portunity in Santa Fe. Two state ASUNM Senate, and her record of
senators expressed their pleasure service to the 'university and the
with PIRG in letters to the LOBO. community is long and impressive.

NMPIRG Does Jjelp

Editor:
.
.
During Christmas vacation, a little more than a year ago, the c1tytned to
"benefit" many of the homeowners and apartment
south of th_e
campus by charging $500 per lot for P.aving the alleyways m back of the~r
buildings.
·
. Homeowners and student renters would have been adversely affected
through higher rent and taxes. NMPIRG provided swift and effective action. The coordinator had the organizational expertise to ensure that the
public knew what was going on. News teams from two stations showed at
a community meeting organized by NMPIRGI!
Staff members led the meeting encouraging community members to
speak and keeping spirits high. NMPIRG pressured the city council members to make commitments. When the vote came up, we knew where we
stood.
We are very grateful to PIRG and would like to vote that it gets its fun-

owne~s

disposal fight?" The list of missed
opportunities goes on and on.
You gave idealism and consumerism a chance. You were
used! It's time to force the rest of
New Mexico to face their responsibility and bear their fair share of
PIRG's funding. Therefore we can't
give PIRG $49,320. Don't be bound
by past mistakes!! I
Mark Jones

Dissatisfied
Consum·er
Editor:
Re: PIRG. I did not even know I
had paid $2 to PIRG with my
tuition. I never. did find out where· I
could get my money back until it
was too late. It may be just as well
since it took over four weeks for
some of my friends to receive their
refund. There is no excuse for this
excessive delay.
I also had failed to read the long
and boring PIRG News supplements to the LOB0 1 (or didn't
get a LOBO that day) and had
never heard of anything ~IRG had
done: By asking a friend, I got a list
of their feats. What they did do
wasn't anything in the first place.
And there is nothing on the list that
could be considered worth
anything to students who live on
campus.

Fred Harris
On PIRG
Editor:

Working on such projects as
those aimed at preserving the
quality of our environment, making
government more open and
One year and $60,000 is enough, responsive and promoting a
to base a decision on. PIRG has not rational energy policy, the student
proved itself. I say it is time to cut board of directors, professional
our losses!! More than half of the staff and student participants of
students on campus now, including' New Mexico Public Interest
myself, did not sign the previous Research Group are doing im. petition. Don't be bound by past portant wo'rk for all of us, while af·
mistakes! PI RG is not worth fording UNM students an opanywhere near $49,0GO to the portunity. to learn by doing good. I
students. Pur11e PIRG!
certainly hope full funding for NM
PIRG will be continued.
Robert Pruden
I
Fred Harris
Dorm Res1dent

· Ed1torial Board

Edltor-ln-Chl•t

Sl,lsan Walton

Sports Editor
Oavid Belling

• •

been lifted from a state of little
more than a biological existence
alone to one of light, understanding, and thought.
The Bible has been around for
some
time,
but
so
has
homosexuality. There are records
found that attest to it, but most
have been dug from the ruins of
fallen civilizations. Decadence and
immorality have caused the
destruction of more cities than has
the word of God!
Those who believe in ·the Bible
also strive to live in accordance
with its teachings, and they find
enormous
satisfaction
and
fulfillment in doing so. Those that
choose to oppcse the word of God
find it necessary to do it with a frenzy that doesn't seem to ever bring
much true happiness.
The Bible states that

8
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In Verse
We Trust

by Garry Trudeau
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"Trust
to
good
verses
then ... Trust to the clarity instant in
being human, that knows and wants no other place." With these words by Robert Cre~ley, the Poetry
Series wishes to thank UNM
students for their support
throughout the year. Michael McClure also asked us to thank all for
their enthusiastic response to his
visit. We hope that you will remember that ASU NM funding for the arts is less than three per cent of the
whole budget and support the
Poetry Series at the polls.

NO/(), RE- YOlJ
MEMBeR I 7H!Nk
MlTA !JJOR!) I AM

A8o!JT7H& A FOOt,

Jim Ruppert
Terry Boren
Co-directors
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
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USDA Choice
The USDA slate represents a
wide range of students on the UNM
campus.. It consists of students
working for, and with students to
further improve our campus.
One of my main concerns is
making the hours of the pool and
the gym more accessible to the
student body. Presently, these
facilities close on weekends at 5
p.m. and on weekdays at 9 p.m. I
propose keeping these facilities
open until midnight so that students
who work evenings can get a chance
to relax in the pool or workout in
the gym. Also proposed is furnishing better lighting for the tennis
courts. The 22 courts presently on
campus are so poorly lit that one
can't play past sundown. What I'd
like to see are flood lights
established on the courts so that
playing time can continue into the
evening hours.
Another area along this line, is
the current fees on the UNMgolf
courses. Presently, the students are
charged the same fee as the general
public. I'd like to see a lower rate
for UNM students presenting a
valid l.D. card.
Senate is elected by the student
body to serve students at large, not
vested interests of certain power
sections on campus. USDA Choice
stands on a platform built around
student service and responsibility.
. USDA Choice is a rational
balance of concerned students who
can relate to your desires and needs.
Please vote on April13.

M•n•olng Editor
Karen Moses

Arts ·end Media Editor
Lvnda Sparber

N..W.Edltor
Tim 'Gallagher

Asst., News Editor
D.M. Hynn

Copy fditors
Rebekah· Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Photo Editor
Wenrtell T. Hunt

Advertising Manager
B11l Halsey
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LOBO Letter,
Opinion Policy
DIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDDHllllliUHIIIIIIRIIIffi
Letters to the editor...
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten
and
double
spaced.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number and address of a
group member.•

Stereotyping
Cheap Shot

-, :·'

Dave Epstein

el.

homosexuality is against the will of
0"
0
our creator, as well as fornication,
A Student Court decision provoked a unanimous Student PubliiCl\tiibns 1~
adultery, lying, stealing, cheating,
Board
vote to accept any advertising relating to the ASUNM
::J.
killing , evil speaking of others,
general election.
drunkenness and profanity. Its
......N
greater emphasis is that there is
Th_e
decision
by
the
Court
was
to
prohibit
campaign
spending
by
non::0
forgiveness and light and joy in forcandidates
for
the
benefit
of
candidates
running
in
the
election.
:::l
saking these things.
An unenlightened mind may see
Dr. James Crow, chairman of the Publications Board said "As I sec it
such things as being limited and
the
(decision) is against students spending money and not tl;e LOBO acnarrow, but the freec.Jom and
cepting
advertising. He said anyone who wished could run ads in the
fulfillment of knowing God is an inLOBO
relating
to the election.
finite experience that must be experienced to appreciate.
The injuction prohibits individuals and organizations from spending
One last thought, ... many people
find it necessary to quote great noney to benefit candidates' campaigns. Candidates themselves and
supporters are not under any court injunction and may spend
"authorities" to counter the Bible.
money
as
they
choose, while following established Elections Commission
Aren't they too using a book as a
procedures.
substitute for thinking? Such
foolish accusations can fall either
The deadline for advertisements to be run in Wednesday's LOBO has
way.
been extended to I p.m. today for individuals and groups wishing to place
classified or display advertising, pertaining to the election,
H. Bruce Bowman

Fern and Dave Eicheldinger

struggle for survival. This semester,
Duffey has served commendably as
Steering Committee Chair, senate Editor:
representative to PIRG, and senate
We the undersigned wish to state publicly that we deplore the actions of
representative to the Union Board. students, whether they be supporters or detractors, who engage in the
childish practice of destroying, defacing, or removing any campaign
Throughout her political career, literature.
Duffey has championed the rights
Please voice your feelings and support at the ballot box on Wednesday,
of minorities and women. She can Apr. 13.
work smoothly With the administration without compromising P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
Kent Ghahremani
Rick Lopez
the interests ofthe students.
Jeremiah Foley
Tom Williams
David Garcia
Sue Fox

la::
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Service Record

Serving as a senate assistant this
semester, I have had the opportunity to witness first hand the
thorough, direct, responsible; and
intelligent manner in which she
deals with issues and prpblems pertinent to the students. In the short
span of the past three months, Ms.
Duffey-Ingrassia has succeeded in
obtaining much-needed wheel
chair ramps and other facilities on
campus for the handicapped, set
the wheels in motion for improvement of the dangerous
pedestrian crossings on Central,
and has consistently supported the
indispensable NMPIRG in its

Editor:
In response to Jennifer Burns'
accusation on Apr. 5, 1977 that the
Bible could be a "mind substitute,"
I would care to reply. The key
statement made in her letter is " ... it
does contain a lot of wisdom."
(This would indicate that she
doesn't believe it to be more than
any book of fiction.) True, it is full
of wisdom, but what it contains is
also th.e teachings and direction of
God. God hasn't changed in only
2000 years, and his ways haven't
likely changed either.
Anyone who has faithfully
studied the Bible will know that, far
from being a mind substitute, it is a
thought provoking book that can
help open doors to one's mind and
existence that can hardly be
imagined by a non-believer. With it
many thousands of people have

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

God & His Teachings
'Aren't Subject to Change'

Source S.ays Vote
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Kate Watson Elva Rose Benson
S.P.A.
In my years at UNM, I have
never felt properly informed about
decisions, on any level, that directly
affect me. Like many UNM
students, I have felt frustrated and
apathetic. Much of our apathy is
due to· ASUNM Senate's failure to
speak out, even only to inform us, I
am tired of our isolation from
senate and decisions, and I want to
take my concerns, and the rest of
the student body's, to the senate to
act on them while there's still a
chance.
I, along with many other
students, have helped write the
Students ·ror Progressive Action's
(SPA's) platform. We are all
concerned with informing students
of administrative decisions as
(hopefully before) they are being
made, not after. We all plan to
ACTIVELY articulate to the
faculty and administration student
views on such issues as grades,
tuition, dorm rates, parking,
pedestrian safety, special degree
.and studies programs (e.g, BUS,
minority programs), PIRG and
clinical law program. We will
monitor the spending of student
money on all levels, and actively
lobby year-round with the alumni,
city council 'and legislature. And,
we will seek your input (through
polls, moving Senate meetings, etc.)
and infoim you of our actions,
using more forums besides the
LOBO.

Independent

USDA Choice

I had decided to run as an
Independent, but I have subsequently joined the Students for
Progressive Action slate since we
are basically pushing for the same
objectives. On election day I will
still be listed on the ballot as an
Independent, however, I will be
running on the SPA platform.

USDA Choice is representative
of the entire university community.
Each member is committed to fiscal
responsibility; establishing a lobby
effort with the city council; instituting a student co-op programs
with local business; creating a
student academic affairs committee; revamping the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs
(ORCA); improving accessibility
and maintenance of recreational
facilities; investigating and improving personal safety services on
campus; and setting up legislative
liason programs· with GSA, Faculty
Senate, and the Administration.

I feel that if we are elected we will
have a workable &nd enthusiastic
senate because we come from a
diversity of backgrounds yet we are
able to cooperate.

One of my main concerns as a
candidate is to relate the importance and need for the minority
studies centers and women studies.
They provide the only programs
from which students can gain a
minority &nd women's prospective
of their position in society.
These centers were established on
university Cll!llpuses throughout the
nation in the 1960s during the
human rights movements. Any
move to eliminate or to discredit
these centers would be a step backward for all American people.

also believe in defending
student input into decision making,
retaining the free parking lot for
students, expanding child care
services, developing a system to
make organizations on campus
Kate Watson will actively WORK account for the funds allocated to.
them from the student government,
to represent more than just the
and
to work with the city to seo;: if
senators' views.
all parking meters on campus can
be changed to four hour meters.
I also think that PIRG should be
funded because UNM students
should be proud to support an
organization that is helping . the
whole state of New Mexico, not just
students at UNM.

Vote Wednesday

Tom Fisher

I

My primary concem revolves
around implementing student input
to a greater degree in faculty and
administrative decisions. Students
are victims of changes that are
already 'in the works' before
students become aware of them.
Examples include: the proposal
before the Faculty Senate to
eliminate the BUS; cutting the
withdrawal period from 12 to six
weeks, and the drop/add period
from four weeks to two; and the
establishing of strict grade quotas
through arbitrary curves. r will
work with the Student Academic
Affairs Committee proposed by
USDA to argue student grievances
through the appropriate channels.
Other University projects in
which student views are being
ignored include: the elimination of
the free north parking lot; and the
ARA takeover of the SUB despite a
poll indicating 65 per cent student
opposition, probably resulting in
the same cut of work-study hours
that occurred at La Posada. If you
share my concerns · about these
issues then communicate with the
Senate by \lotingUSDA Apr. 13.

Editor:
As I pointed out in a letter written
long ago, stereotyping is a cheap
shot to emotionally bias an
argument in one's favor. If Mr. Bertold has a case, why doesn't he let
it stand on its own merits?
It is unfortunate that rna ny have
assumed that I am making
.homosexuality the issue. It is only
an issue. I have no desire to deny
Mr. Hollinsworth his civil rights. I
simply disagree that sexual
preference is a civil right. A personal right, certainly. The
legislation which Ms. Bryant supported opposed establishing sexu~l
preference as a civil right. This is a
far .cry from the allusions to the
inquisition, crusades, etc. ad
nauseam made by Mr. Bertold.
America is currently in a state of
moral flux. I believe that the Bible is
a reliable moral base from which to
resolve moral issues. Many obviously disagree. If "my side" loses,
I personally will concede the point
gracefully. I have no axes to grind. I
believe that sexual immorality is
destructive to society and to the individual. There is a world of difference between admonition and
condemnation. As those among
you who are literate may have ob·
served, I was condemning no one
in my letter. I was rather pointing
the way to a source of grace,
forgiveness, and love which I have
availed myself of, and simply bear
witness to.
For the record, I do not favor
repressive legislation or repressive
attitudes. I do not find it easy, but I
find it possible to love those who
disagree with me. (Some of you
should try it.) My position is against
legislation which would set the
precedent of sexual preference
becoming a civil right; I do not
believe that it is even in the same
ball park. If history proves me
wrong, I will have exercised my
freedom to dissent, and will
gracefully and freely accept the
·new state of affairs (no pun intended). I will retain my right not to
participate·, of course.
Roger Parks

.,
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platform but feel that more student
opinion should be solicited through
polls and pctitlons to fully achieve
the "United Students" part of
USDA. I do not expect the students
to come to me, if I am elected; I
believe it is my responsibility to go
to the students. "Your Input is Our
Output" is not an empty phrase,
and I feel that my ability to be an
effective senator rests on your
contribution.

Mir:ni Swanson
USDA Choice
"Actions speak louder than
words," and USDA has acted in the
past to provide students with visible
results, and will continue to do so in
the future. I fully support USDA's
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Senate Statements
tremendous waste of time.

if we are to make ourselves known
as viable members of campus and
community. I therefore urge all my
fellow students to first of all vote,
and secondly, to support the
Students for Progressive Action
slate.
Our main concern is the issue of
students' rights. For ¢xample, our
slate feels that athletic fees which
are part of tuition should be optional. The defense of the ethnic
and women centers is a vitai part of
our slate, these centers for too long
have been the target of ad.ministrative pressure and the result
has been the cutting of many classes
offered through the centers. We on
the slate feel that the centers offer a
valuable avenue for students to try
and achieve a better perspective j)[
each others thoughts and cultures.
The SPA slate, individually and
collectively, is a strong supporter of
NMPIRG, and we urge all students
to vote in the affirmative lor the
NMPIRG funding referendum.
NMPIRG is another forum by
which students can be heard for
progressive social change.
In conclusion, I would like to
remind you that the student
government that you get is the
student government that you elect.
Vote on Aprill3.

This frustration led me to
develop 'the Student Senate/Dean
of Students Liason.' This position
creates a direct link of communication between the Dean of
Students office and the Student
Senate-y~t this is only the
beginning. The Graduate Student
Association should not be isolated
and uninformed of ASUNM activities and decisions. A line of
inter-communication should be
established to prevent the
duplication of effort. A third area
of needed interaction is the Faculty
Senate\ Suggestions of expanding
the final examination period and
USDA Choice
decreasing the drop/ add withHaving served one year in the drawal time directly affect the ·
ASUNM Senate and having student and his academic welfare.
presided as Steering Chairperson, I
Expanding and implementing
have recognized several problems in
of communication will only
lines
student government. All of which
serve
to
secure tbe success of Senate
center around communication and
activities.
interaction with various levels of
authority at UNM.
Communication, or the lack of
it, is a major problem for student
government. Due to the transient
nature of students involved in
ASUNM, it is of prime importance
to develop and maintain (or future
senates lines of communication to
those forces which directly affect
their operations. Recognition of
this fact is slow in its ·development-having to search out the
person you wish to speak to is a

Stephan Shriver

THE DEAN OF BEER'S QUICKIE QUIZ.
Q: Chill-Lagering is:
a) A popular German country and western singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played without clothes.
c) A new ethnic 1V comedy about the owner of an ice
cube factory. .
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) Sorry, Chiii-Lagering is not Olga and Svend . "'
running around in a snowstorm in their birthday
suits. Chiii-Lagering is the way Schlitz ages beer.
They age it cold. Very cold. Down to 29.5 degrees.
The result is a beer with sparkling clarity. A
beer that's crisp, clean and bright.
I suggest you look into one right now.

'"

S.P.A.
As a member of the Students for
Progressive Action slate; and a
member of the NMPIRG Board of
Directors, I think it important for
students to be more than just
students. Participating in the
decision making process is essential

unoz

S P.A.
Laura Munoz did not submit a .
statement.

. SUMMER SESSION CALIF'ORNIA-STYLE
AT SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
offers sun-tilled study for the young of all ages

THERE'S JUST ONE WORD
FOR BEER.
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AND YOU KNOW IT.

.. ·~·

Laura
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Study in 40 fields; all courses carry college
credit
Special Institutes in World Affairs, Readers
Theatre, Piano Pedagogy and Spanish
Water recreation at the $1 million Aquatic
Center on Mission Bay
Same tuition for residents and non-residents
Easy access to San Diego Zoo, Sea World,·
Mexico, the mountains, beaches and desert

1977 Summer Calendar
Term 1 3 weeks from May 31-June 17 (4 unit maximum)
Term II 6 weeks from June 20-July 29 (7 unit maximum)
Term Ill 3 weeks from August 1-19 (4 unit maximum)

Siglinda SteinfUIIer
Dean of Beer ·

BLEND SERIOUS STUDY
WITH VACATION FUNI
SENDFORYOURFREESUMMER
BULLETIN NOWt
\
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Rc.tes: IS cents per we>rd pet dc.y, one dollc.r minimum. Advertisements run five or more consecutive dc.ys with no chc.nges,
nine cents per word per dc.y (no refunds if cc.ncelled before five
sertlons). Clc.sslfled o.dvertlsements must be pAid In Advo.nce.
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WORK FOR a beuor world, Apply to tho P•ooe
Corps. Call 277-5907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29
NEED5PEOPLEPART-TIME:S400,00pormonth.
Call 881-4585, Ip·.m.-3p,m, only, 4/12

amplifiers, auto radios, Install burglar alarms. '10%
discount for students with ID's. Quick service, Used
TV's for sale. 4/29

lore, theatre afts, campcmft. Equal opportunity
employer. Diversity of backgrounds is sought. 2478841. 4/13

NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call L)'nn, 2660760, 4/12
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Free pickup &
delivery. Free estirna1es. 883-9360; 881-6525,
eves. 4/22
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on~campus.
296-8S64. 4/29
SERVE in the .Peace Corps! Ca11277·59Q7 after 3;30
P.M, 4/29
GARDEN ROTO-TILLJNG: quality work,
reasonable. Call873.0257. 4/12
WE CAN RAISE your grades by at leasl one full
point, Editing, criticism, advice on academic and
creative work. English tutoring. The Hand of
Experience, 266-3679, evenings, 4/12
EXPERTTYPING,266·4567. 4/12
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, 843-6161. 4/13
GARDEN ROTOTIL~ING by UNM student. Group
rates available. Call26B·1S63. 4/22
SMALL CARS: small shop, small prices. American,
foreign. 255·3180, 20S Stanford Alley, Phil, 4/14
TYPING, EDITINO. Call Kim: 266-9037. 4/29
lYPINO, lst quality, 883-7787, tfn
HYPNOSIS is a highly effective tool for handling test
anxiety and improving test performance, Cynthia
Nlng, hypnotherapist, 2.92-2565. 4/18

PART-TIME JOB: sales, Oe:dbie hours, good pay;
Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,
C.L.U. 292-2830, 4/29
.ICE CREAM TRUCK for sale. ae your own boss,
Call842·B58S. 4/12
APARTMENT MANAOER WANTED: prefer
mature male who is both responsible and
mechanically inclined to care for& maimaln 26 newer
units in lieu of rent. Interview by appointment only.
Call293.0770, 8-S weekdays. 4/18

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION. J.D. photQs, Lowest

prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of back: istiues of the LOBO are
available .for 10 cents a copy In room 131, Marron
Hall. TFN
ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED In SSOO a

month during their senior year call .Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico_
87108. 4/21
NEWS FLASH KAPPAS have the edge on Derby

Days, 4/12
ROGER DAVE HUNTER We love you-thank
youWWW-TheKAPPAS 4/12
COURSE DESCRIPTION BOOKLETS are available
in History Department, Mesa Vista Hall. 4/lS
IF YOU HAVE two academic years remaining at
UNM (graduate or undergraduate) and are charting
your future, why not get $100,00 areal payoff is an
Air F.orce commission and a great way of life, Inquire
now at the Department of Aerospace Studies, 1901
Las Lomas, 277-4502. 4/18
INCH·SALEJ Used paperbacks 70 cents an inch at
the UNM Bookstore-sale! 4/15
UNM BOOKSTORE annual discount record 'sale,
from $1.98, on sale now! 4/15
T·SHIRTS, STATIONERY, STORE-WIDE sur.
prises on sale at UNM Bookstore-don't miss our gift
dept.! 4/15

ELECT SCOTT REYNOLDS ASUNM Senate.
Working for_thestudents. Position IllS. 4/13
IF YOU WANT a voice, vote USDA choice! Aprll13
for:Sen_a~_e, 4/12 ~- ,
I WOULD LIKE to thank the University Child Care
Co-op for tbe support it has given my family while 1
have been in the Graduate School. Michele
Diel. 4/12
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO on or afler April
171 Are you willing to accompany two well behaved
children, aged 4 & S1 Please ca11843-6071, Jeremy or
Maria. 4/15
RIDE WANTED: SE Olrard to/from campus. Will
pay or take turns. Days, 277-2925; evenings, 842·
I905: 4/12
MOTHER EARTH NEWS-All back Issues.
Chamisa BoOks, 3611 SimmsS.E.266-1229. 4/12
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone! Ceniceros,
attorney, answers legal questions in his Wednesday
column in the LOBO. Send questions to the LOBO,
UNM Box 20, city, 87131 or drop them at the LOBO
newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall. 4/13
DANS.25ANDSEXY, 4/12

Lost & Found
LOST: MEN'S BILLFOLD, Johnson Gym area.
Contains 3 important licenses. Please drop in
mail. 4/12
S2SO.OO REWARD forreturn of watch and ring. Lost
in Johnson Gym, April 4. 255·8561:- No questions
asked. 4/12
PLEASE: WHOEVER TOOK or found an orange
Camptrails Daypack, in the Bookstore, Monday,
please return my notes to to om 131, Marron Hall, No
questions asked. 4/12
$20.00 REWARD: return of Orange back-pack,
stolen from bookstore, April 6th. No questions
asked. Ca11243·3682. 4/13
..,
FOUND: RING OF KEYS in "arking lot cas~ of
·popejoy, 4/6/77. ld~ntify & claim, rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 4/13
WATCH: FOUND in P,E. locker,. Johnson Gym.·
Describe& claim; taii898-S8S5. 4/13
FOUND: RING OF KEYS near Johnson Gym,
4/1/77, Identify & claim, rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 4/14

Services

,·,·-;

For So.Ie
FINEST. SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 293·
6901. 4/29
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering to student needs since 1971, Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system,
$19.95. 4129
1967 SIMCA: good body & engine, 26 mpg in city.
SS50.00 or best offer. 265-6261. 419
IN TIME FOR EASTER; purebred Airedale puppies,
AKC registered-$125,00. Excellent w/children,
watchdogs. Call Mrs. Murphy; 277·6165, officej 2S67230 at home. 4/13
1970 FORD XL: autom:uic transmission, air con·
ditioning, disc brakes, roomy, Call 299-2825 after S
p.m. 4/12
18' 1-JANO·GLIDER: excellent condition, $200,00 or
best offer, 883-4356, 4/13
FOR SALE: 8 week old St. Bernards, purebred,
$50.00. Call arter,S:OO p.m .. 87_7-7764._ 4/13
SUMMER SALE: Blouses; S3.SO; T·shirts, $2.00;
short sleeve shirts, only S3.SO; at California Fashion
Outlet, 2318 Central, across from campus. 266·
,6872. 4/14
BICYCLES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaranteed 2lbs.
lighter weight. R.C. HalleU's,843-9378, tfn
1970 VW SQUAREBACI(, 60,000 miles, Big enough
to sleep in. Good shape. 242-9455, 4/lS
TURNTABLE, DUAL 1215 S: scmi-automaUc; anti·
skating, pitch & cue controls. Excellent condlt.ion.
842-0325. 4115
1968 YAMAHA: I75cc, .$200.00, Call247-4426, 6-9
p.m. 4/IS
1967 FORD FAJRLANEGI body, good condition, 4spccd trans. $1SO.OO, will bargain. Call Wiley, 277·
3969. 4115
YAMAHA CLASSICAL GUITAR. Excellenl
condition-likenew. 590.00, Bob, 265-9282. 4/15
COUCH, CHAIR, TABlE and water bed. 268·
2992. 4/18
SON! TRlNlTRON: repossessed color TV, big
screen. Take over payments of SB. 75 monthly till
balance is paid off, 255-2535. 4/18

Please send:

San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

0

Summer Schedule with Appiicatlon

0

Housing Information

Name

0-

7
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Employment

miscellaneous
WANTED: 3- or 4-man backpacking tent. 2429455. 4/I5
VOTE RICK ANAYA 1120, Student Senate. 4/13
VOTE USDA CHOICE for Senate, AprJ113-"Your
input is our output!'' 4/12

Tro.vel
DRIVERS FILE FREE! Share CJCpenscs. Call
Intercontinental Travel Centre at Ride-line 265-9860,
or 296-S288, 4115
CHARTER FLIGHTS (over 7,000), Eurail passeS',
lnfonnation and rides avallablc at Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd,, S.E. Suite L, 255·
6830 or 296·5288, 4/13
GO PLACES with the Peace Corps. Call 277~S907
after3:30P.M. 4/29
...
•

Legal Notices
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by the Public
Defender Department that all bills on lndlvldua:lly
a5signed criminal_ Indigent cnses closed before April
IS, 1977, mUst be submitted to the Department for
payment by May 31, 1977 and all bllls on cases closed
after April 15, 1977, must be submiued within 45
days of case closure. All bills submitted later than the
above dates will not be paid and will be returned to
the submitting auorney. 4/12
EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YEAR 1977.
Pursuant to my authority under Section 72-31·85
NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975), I hereby extend the
following deadlines found in the Properly Tax Code
with respect to the 1977 tax year only:
1. The deadline ror county valuation protests
boards to decide protests which Is found In subsection
C of Section 72-31-27 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) Is
hereby extended from *' ... one hundred and twenty
days of the date the protest is. filed ... " to two hundred
and ten days. after the date the protest is filed. The
effect of this Order is that all protests to 1917 notices
of valuation filed with county assessors pursuant to
the provisions of Section 12·31·24 NMSA 1953
(Supp. 1975) are required to be decided by the county
valuation protests board for each of the counties
within two hundred and ten (210) days after the date
the particular protest Is filed. This extension is made
to permit both the count)" assessors and the county
valuation protests boards sufficient time to comply
with the procedural requirements set forth by the
Court df Appeals of the State of New Mexico in In
the Mauer of the Petition of lhe Flnt National Bank,
ct"S~I. -v. Bernalillo County Valuatfon Protests Doard,
No. 2671.
2. The deadline for the Property Ta.:~t Department
to mail noticC.!i of vllluation for the 1977 tax year to
property owners whose property is valued by lhe
Property Tax Department, the deadline belng found
in subsection B of Section 72-31·20 NMSA l953
(Supp. 1975) is hereby extended from May 1, 1977 to
June 1, 1971. This extension is: made to permit the
Department to complete auditing of 1977 taxpayer

f

Stale

ZIP

---

reports made to lhe Department.
D?NB this 61h day of April, 1917 in San1a Fe, New
Mex1co.
CeciiJ. Pickett, Director, PrtlpcrtyTax Department,
StatcofNewMedco, 4/12

SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed~
Equipped lo buttonhole, zig zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine. 2SS-7S34. 4/18
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: brand newcolorTV, big
screen. Assume payments 1 $7.00 per month. New 10
year guarantee. 255-7S34. 4/18
FOR SALE: BEERMEISTER. Very reasonable. 29924SO after 6. 4/18

ForRenl
MEDICAL STUDENT NEEDS HOUSEMATE(S) to
share small3br. house ncar BCMC. 266·7310. 4/14
HOUSE FOR RENT to UNM faculty. New 4 bdr.,
carpeted, in choice N.E. Heights:. Benutiful view,
near schools & shopping center. $395.00/mo. 296-1911, 4/19

FlJNKY EFFICIENCIES: $120.00 a month, utilities
Included. 7218 Central S.E, 268'·1124 1 242·
1814. 4/18
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT close to University
available for summer session. 296-7087, 4/18

~
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The New
Lucky's Pizza

Do You Need
Cash?
The Orthodox Bahai Faith is holding firesides on
Mondays at 8 p.m. at 408-D Maple NE.

On Wed,, Apr. I3 there will be a free colloquium in
Anthropology Building rm. 178 at 4 p.m. given by
Maybury-Lewis. The topic will be "'Kinship, Ideology
and Culture, 1'

Applications for the 1977 ONM lnstitule or the
Native American Program, College of Engineering
are being accepted. Applications are available in rm.,
319 of the Farris Engineering Bldg.

On Thurs., Apr4 14 there wHI be a free colloquium
in Anthropology Building rm. lOS. Dr. MayburyLewis will discuss 'jSOCfcties on the Brink! Cultural
Survival Incorporated/' :n 4:00p.m.
Native American Students are needed for modern
dance drama performances during Fiesta. Need males
and females. Contact Bob M, or Ralph at 277•3918,
Daily. fellowships are hdd at ~thlO p.m., in 246
Solano NE. Call 266-2492.
Folkdance classes this summer. See page 14 in sum ..
mer class sChedule.

Prescriptions filled ~
lenses replac:1,

,.,.

~~

OPTIC!ANS

Monday thru Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-2

I

511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-36671
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ......
'

•

~

All $100 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder
Of The Semester
4513 Central NE 256-9953

Street Address
City

~

'

WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY on Kfrby vacuum
cleaner. New warranty. 1977 model, take over
payments of$7.37 a month. 255-7534. 4/18
NECCHI ZIGZAG: buttonholes, blind stitches,
embroiders, all without attachments. $40.00 cash or S
payments ofS7.77. 2S5-7.S34. 4/18
BIG TRUCK WRECK has forced us: to close stereo
department now. Garrard turntables, tape player,
AM·FM stereo & 2 air suspension speakers for~ only
$119.00 or payments of $6.00 per mo. 2SS1535. 4118

ROOMMATE WANTED for Ju·xury apartment. 2947462. 4/18

SUMMER PROGRAMS 1977

ACROSS
event
1 Chew upon 47 Bneballer's UNITED Ff;lature Syndicate
noisily
word
6 Saurel fish 51 TOQta -----:
1o School----:
~e~iaurn-We!!tern TV
leur
role
14 Hermit, e.g. 52 Makes an
15 European
auto deal: 2
river
words
16 French coed 54 Token of
friend
Infamy
17 Put up with , 58 Stir up
, a Polltlca·l
59 Bide·--time
group
61 -----of Troy
19 Not stern
62 Over:
20 Keep In
German
order
63 Notoriety
22 Small
64 Experience
particle
65 Unappetizing
24 Metal
concoction
containers
66 Decree
26 Dealt with
67 Oboe,
gently
Clarinet,
27 Rectangular
12 Firearm
40 Postpone a
etc.
column
13 Dealt out
punishment
31 On pension:
21 Adjective
42
Radio
Abbr.
DOWN
suffix .
•necessity:
32 Speak
1 Strike
23 Level
Informal
publicly
amicably 25 Old World 43 Extihgulsh
33 Mature
2 Vagrant
finch
44 Seekers'
35 Established 3 Indigo
27 ----stick:
questa
rule
source
Pole for
46 Oohs and
38 Total
4 Think
Jumping
admission
deeply
28 011 country 47 Play a guitar
receipts
5 Definite
29 Overdue
48 Group of na39 Apple
6 Sunday to 30 Carnival
tives
concoction
some: Abbr,
devices
49 Chest
40 Heavy cord
7 Collected 34 Throws
sounds
41 ---way
8 Have----things at
50 Mountain in
street
over one's' 35 Intense
Exodus
42 Nickel alloy
head
affection
53 Thread:
43 Disjoin
9 Bridge
361mltated
Prefix 1
44 Pronoun
player
37 Existed
55 Joy
45 The Calgary 10 Good luck 39 Happens as 56 Repair
animal
planned: 2 57 Pismires
Annual
11 Love affair
words
60 Unflinching

U:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~
YWCA SUMMER
CAMP
needsworking
c11mp
_
• counselors,
both men({.;DAY
women.
Must enjoy
.,
1
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR,l06 San Pedro
with children & being in the outdoors. Also need
,.. f:!.(SOnQ $
S.E., 265·033-5. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
specialists in arts & <;mft-s, sports & g~:~mes, rmture

FOUND: KEY in Journalism Bldg, Describe& chUm,
Tm. 216, Journalism. 4/lS
LOST: WALLET conJaining rent money, Campus
Laundry. Please return. Viki, 843-7681. <1/12 _

'~~

':"\
~

UNM HIBERNIANS vote for Benavidcz.·Flynn for
ASUNM President and Vice-President. Write in for
Celticsupremacy. 4/I3
VOTE FOR STUDENT SELF-DETERMINATION.
Vote Students for Progressive Action. UNM needs
SPA, 4/13

Rudy A. Martinez

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PVZZLI

CIQssifieds

VOTE RICK ANAYA #20, Stlldent Senate. 4/13
GOOD LUCK RICK! .It's about time someone had
the guts to change the parking situation for the
students, M.O. 4/13
LAST DAY for ordering CAPS & GOWNS is Friday,
AprillS. 4/15
SEE VJETNj\MESE BOOTH April 16j 3:30 p.m.,
SUD Ballroom. Foods, jewelry, books, lacquers,
music. 4/15

©1977 JOS SCHLITZ BREWING CO.. MILWAUKEE. WIS.

~~

II.

I strongly feel that ASUNM docs
not need more, but merely better
go.vernment and this can be
achieved through using existing
resources to their fulfest potentials.
One example of this· would be a
restructuring of the Office of
_Research and Consumer Affairs
(ORCA), creating a separate
researchdepartment, whose services
could be used by ASUNM and its
chartered organizations.

• • •
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Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

/
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Candidates' Platforms

Ramon
Dominguez
S.P.A.
Ramon Dominguez is a write-in
candidate. He did not submit a
statement.

Rudy Miera

Jack Fortner

S.P.A.

USDA Choice

My name is Rudy Miera. I am
running for ASUNM Senate on the
Students for Progressive Action
slate. I have worked with the
Independent Student Workers
Union and would use that experience to effectively represent
student interests in senate.
SPA is a group of diversified
students interested in working for
student rights. We represent
various minority organizations on
campus and as a group, we have
had contact with many students and
have made our platform based on
students needs and interests. Many
of the issues we address may be
opposed by Bud Davis and other
administrators. But we believe that
they are in the best of student interest.

I
Tadd C.
Howington
USDA Choice

The cost of living is constantly
rising and it is becoming more
difficult to afford a decent
education. We will work to stop
tuition hikes. The administration
can find money elsewhere, not from
students pockets.

The United Students for Direct
Action feels that the main goal of
anyone involved in student
government should be to see that
the needs and desires of the student
body are acted on directly and
immediately. Yet I feel that senate
needs a person who is mature, levelheaded, when the pressure is on,
and someone who is responsible
and responsive.
My main objective is to see that
Senate begins to fo'cus on more
student-oriented issues, especially
issues directly affecting the content
of our education. USDA speaks
towards this issue two ways: I)
through the creation of a Student
Academic Affairs Committee
which closely examines issues, such
as admission standards; class withdrawal policies, etc. and presents
options to the students, faculty,
and administration; and 2) through
instituting a student co-op program
with local businesses, which would
allow ASUNM to obtain for
students part-time job experience
related to their majors from the
business
members of the
Albuquerque ChambeJ of Commerce. ASUNM is a member of the
Chamber, and up to now has not
used its position to its fullest
potential-to benefit the students.

A pressing problem currently
facing the students on campus is the
lack of representation on faculty
We will defend the existence of
committees which do have student · minority centers. We believe that
positions on them. The fact that a they are an invaluable asset to a
good many of these positions are students education. We oppose the
left unfilled is not due so much to Bakke decision. This decision deals
"student apathy" as it is to student with reverse racial discrimination.
unawareness of the committees.
I want to make students more
If it is upheld in the US Supreme
It is imperative that you have a Court, we will return to the time aware of services and committees
say on the committees to convey before Affirmative Action plans, that exist to help them. I would
your views to the faculty and ad- Title VI and Title IX. These deal work for an "ASUNM Day,"
ministration. As Presidential with equality for women and where representatives from SUB
Appointments Chair in senate, I minority groups.
Crafts Area, Speakers Committee,
began taking steps to alleviate this
ORCA, etc., could explain their
problem. I conducted hearings to
When you vote on Wednesday, services and functions to students. I
come up with effective ways to get vote for Students for Progressive know that a vote for me, Jack
"ASUNM to the students." One Action. As a united group in Fortner, and the rest of the USDA
idea, is to place a bulletin board in senate, we can more effectively slate will result in a more effective
the SUB containing current defend student rights 'to self- student government for the
committee openings and their determination.
students.
duties as well as other ASUNM
projects. Presently, there is a
"Senate Column" in the LOBO
every other week. In the future, this
could be expanded to every week
while placing short polls in them
allowing you to express your views
Independent
on certain issues.
Another problem confronting the
Mildred Arviso did not submit a
students is the bookstore prices and statement or a photograph.
policies. In senate, 1 sponsored a
Co-op Bookstore Study Committee
to investigate setting up a co-op on
campus as well as investigate
current bookstore policies. By late
fall, we will know the findings of
this investigation and will direct out
efforts to alleviate this problem.
To have your input is the backbone of an effective student
government. I am, along with
others on USDA, committ~d to
continue pursuing ways to make
this possible and effective.

Mildred Arviso
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new tradition in student governKant G h a h reman I ment.
A tradition that will con~inually be. for~ulated by you, not
JUSt at election time but year round.

ASUNM Lobby Committee, I also
represented student interests in
santaFe.
.
.
.
Part of my JOb as vice-president
will be to preside over senate and to
work to make that body more
responsive to the students' needs. I
will work to arrange both regular
and public forums during the
daytime hours so that students can
drop in and see how ASUNM
works. Also, I plan to hold regular
meetings with senate committee
heads and influential senators to air
out issues early and cut down on the
politicking that takes place on the
senate floor.

Dave Garcia

I'm willing to put in the time and
effort to work for student priorities
and a quality University for all
UNM students. We need things
done, but they can't be done
without your help and your vote.
further. Along with writing
resolutions and appropriating
money, the always present parking
problem can be worked on and
maybe even solved, alternatives to
the high prices in the bookstore can
be found, a joint faculty/student
senate can and should be
established, and a workable recall
procedure for ASUNM senators
could also be put in effect. Working
with the senate in solving problems
that relate to everyone would result
in a more responsive, resourceful,
and
representative
student
government.
I'm willing to put in the time and
effort •

Jeremiah Foley
president can no longer be couched
in the stale aod antiseptic atmosphere of private meetings,
inaccessible times or "after the
fact" decision making. In theory,
you should be involved, and in
practice you will be involved as the
leadership in the formation of a

. ··~ eg >t•sesor (;,;iliad Ler1s<'~·

The New
Lucky's Pizza

1

Fast service, quality and
stvle at reasonable cost

·Casey Optical Co.

All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder
Of The Semester
4513 Central NE 256-9953

(Next door to Case!f liexali Dn;g),
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Office Problem?
MACHINE BUSTED?
.J~
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Typewriter? Adding Machine?
:
Calculator? In 6 Pieces, Or 6,000
#
** WeAll Put'em
Back Together RIGHT!
*
Makes too! Just Bring'em In,
*
Or We'll Pick'em Up ... And Return
*
*
·~
Them In First Class Condition!
#
# WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK! i
#
Duke City Typewriter
#
*#
Gompany Inc.
*
1325 San Mateo Blvd. NE
~
* 265·8347
Open Saturdays *

•
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A.S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

An Evening With

Saturday, Apri130, 8:00p.m.

to Escape

POPEJOY HALL

$6.50. $6,00

TRAVEL FREE! Work on Ships!
Good pay! No experience. MenWomen. Worldwide employmentstudy programs. AdVenture aproad.
Send stamped, addressed long envelope. Globetrotter, B.ox 1266·C1
Kansas City, MO 64141. DO IT!

MOST ACClAIMED'
MOST TALKED ABOUT!
MOST ENTERTAINING•
MOST POPUlAR NEW
X MOVIE'

Show Times
2:00
6:30
3:30
8:00
5:00
9:30

Tickets available at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Win rock
Center; both L.P. Good buy; both General
stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
ThePeople'sChoice in Rio Rancho; Candy
·Man in Santa Fe.
For Information:

277-3711
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